
Guidelines & Protocols Advisory Committee

Appendix C: Algorithm for investigation of iron deficiency in non-anemic adults

This Appendix is a supplement to the BC Guideline Iron Deficiency – Investigation and Management.

This algorithm does not address patients with active inflammation, infection or chronic conditions. Refer to page 4.

Ferritin values occur on a continuum. Cut-offs are suggested and clinical interpretation is required. The likelihood of iron deficiency 
increases with lower ferritin concentrations, including those that overlap with the normal reference interval. The normal reference 
interval is derived from healthy outpatients without signs of iron deficiency or chronic illness.

*Iron replacement therapy should begin as soon as iron deficiency is detected, whether or not anemia is also present. The exception 
is: patients with microcytic anemia should not be given iron supplements until iron deficiency is confirmed by testing ferritin. Low 
MCV in the setting of normal ferritin may indicate hemoglobinopathies such as thalassemia. Long term iron therapy is harmful for 
these patients.
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Diagnostic of iron deficiency

Ferritin <15 ug/L Ferritin 30-100 ug/LFerritin 15-30 ug/L

Probable iron deficiency
Iron stores are relatively low. 
Iron deficiency is unlikely to 

explain the clinical symptoms.

Manage known risk factors for 
iron deficiency (Table 1).

1. Manage known risk factors for iron 
deficiency (Table 1).

2. Investigate for additional causes  
(if not already established), including 

potential malignancy.

3. While investigating, provide iron 
supplementation* to treat symptoms  
and increase stores to protect against 

future losses (pregnancy, surgery).

Consider iron supplementation* 
primarily to increase stores to 
protect against future losses 

(pregnancy, surgery).

Ferritin >100 ug/L

Normal iron stores. Clinical 
symptoms are not related  

to iron deficiency.

If ferritin is persistently 
≥ 600 ug/L, consider test  

for iron overload.

Clinical symptoms and/or risk factors for iron deficiency. Refer to Table 1 for risk factors

Measure serum ferritin.

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/practitioner-pro/bc-guidelines/iron_deficiency.pdf

